The film the Diebold Corporation doesn’t
want America to see
A shocking exposé about the American voting system,
HACKING DEMOCRACY bravely tangles with our nation’s
ills at the heart of democracy. This revelatory journey follows
tenacious, Seattle grandmother, Bev Harris, and her band of
extraordinary citizen-activists as they set out to ask one simple
question: how does America count its votes? Equipped only with a
powerful sense of righteous outrage, the activists take on the
voting machine industry, exposing alarming security holes in
America’s voting machines.
HACKING DEMOCRACY takes a nonpartisan, clear-eyed
look at the secrecy, cronyism, and incompetence of elections in
present-day America as it captures a citizen’s movement intent
on taking back elections—and democracy itself.

• Premiered on HBO on November 2, 2006.
• Perfectly timed to address the weaknesses of America’s
computerized voting system.

• Featuring a broad variety of computer-science experts,
politicians and activists.

“Disturbing stuff… it’s not
shocked-shocked you feel watching this;
it’s genuine shock”
– The New York Times
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THE FIRST AMENDMENT PROJECT This highly innovative anthology of original films explores
First Amendment rights through the headline-grabbing moments where our Constitution’s
integrity has been tested. DVD NVG-9703
LAST MAN STANDING This nail-biter takes a camera to Texas to examine this country’s
election process in a lively, behind-the-scenes portrait of two unpredictable Bush-era elections. DVD NVG-9676
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